1. Tobias references Freddie Wilson just after this thing is first named. When Andy Richter asks what
they did together, Michael mentions this thing which Andy then thinks is the subject of the movie. Buster
says that Herbert Love has gotten himself in this thing after handing photos to Lucille Austero of Love
with a “lady of the night”. Tobias tries to convince Michael to send George Michael to Openings because
he thinks he has OCD while this thing is created. Buster complains he is hungry and couldn’t hitchhike
without a thumb, after which he eats this substance. For 10 points, name this “soup” Lindsay makes after
finding a can of ham and putting it in boiling water.
ANSWER: hot 
ham water
[prompt on partial answer]
2. In this episode, Maeby tells Lindsay that she’s never thought of her as a mother, which Lindsay thinks
is sweet. Lucille fakes a breakin attempt during this episode because Oscar has gone on his 420mile
walk from Newport Beach to Berkeley and later GOB actually breaks in to steal all of Lucille’s alcohol.
George Michael attends a party hosted on Bethlehem time during this episode in which GOB threatens to
take off his pants if anyone touches Lindsay. After the title of this episode is said, Michael goes off to get
punch and sends Maeby in a different direction. Lucille runs over GOB dressed in a banana suit after
consuming some marijuana that shares its name with the title of this episode. For 10 points, name this
episode in which Michael and Maeby sing the title song only to discover it is not about what they think it
is about.
ANSWER: “
Afternoon Delight
”
3. Maeby tells this character that Michael does not love George Michael. When this character went to the
beach, he ended up in a crate next to a pig. This character orders a tomato juice that costs him $700.
George tells Buster that he was a “turd out there” and that there was no ban on organized sports after this
character takes soccer lessons. George steals this character’s Uncle Sam wig in order to escape the
hospital. Lucille gives this character money to see a “Star War” and uses him as a purse. This grandson of
the original Banana Stand owner collects evidence to report the Bluths to the SEC. For 10 points, name
this adopted Korean son of Lucille.
ANSWER: 
Annyong
or 
Helloh
4. While looking for a place to stash garbage, Lindsay finds one of these items and decides to sell it on
eBay.After leaving Fat Ammy’s, Michael is struck by a flying one of these items. George Sr. pointedly
says “I don’t let them tell me what to do” to some of these items while talking to Michael. George Sr. tries
to save one of these items during the fumigation. George Sr. asks these items “Now, who wants to take
their top off?” while starved for company in the attic and hosting tea parties. For 10 points, name these
toys that George hosts tea parties with in the attic.
ANSWER: 
doll
s

5. One character goes to this place after being severely beaten with a soup ladle. A mantle at this location
is covered with trophies. A newly virile Oscar accidentally calls Lucille and pretends to be George when
she is at this location. One character is sent to this place because she reminds someone of a “real sick
version” of his grandmother. A hoarder who steals lilies from this location later announces that he can’t
swim after falling into the bay on Cinco de Cuatro. The motto of this place is “A FullService Way to
Live Without”. After accepting a job here to get out of prison, Tobias stages a musical based on the
Fantastic 4. For 10 points, name this rehab center owned by Lucille Austero.
ANSWER: 
Austerity
6. During one of these events, Lindsay stages a fake phone call and says “I found my birth control pills.”
Children grab candy from a pinata during a “lessthanperfect” one of these events. Gob finally makes the
cover of 
Poof! 
magazine after one of these events. Gene Parmesan tackles Gob outside one of these
events for doing a chicken dance. Buster shows up to one of these events in a fake army uniform carrying
a yellow envelope. Michael notices Glisten toothpaste in the dirt after one of these events and looks in the
attic. Gob performs his coffin magic trick at one of these events, the other one of which was staged by the
Mexican authorities. For 10 points, name these events surrounding the staged death of a member of the
Bluth family.
ANSWER: fake 
funerals
of 
George
Bluth Sr.
7. After being shot with a tranquilizer, Lindsay is placed in front of a sign with this phrase written in
Spanish. Buster decides to take a long shower because he doesn’t want to smell like Mother anymore after
this phrase is uttered. Lindsay describes Bob Loblaw with this phrase after using up the retainer on flirting
with Bob over the phone. This phrase is uttered in response to the suggestion of pretending not to have
signatures and to flee to the seas and be prosecuted under maritime law. For 10 points, name this phrase
that Lucille uses to describe Barry Zuckerkorn.
ANSWER: “He’s 
very good
”
8. One character declares “there’s no I in win” prior to this event and says that “you can control your
bladder when you’re dead.” Prior to this event, GOB suggests googling songs with the word “hump” in
them. At this event, one person sports the nose Nicole Kidman wore in 
The Hours
which was a gift from
Jamie Kennedy. George Michael demonstrates his ability to hang from monkey bars at this event where
George Sr. is asked to speak in the Scared Straight tent. Michael and Steve Holt compete in a fatherson
triathlon at this event which also featured the Inner Beauty Pageant. For 10 points, name this festival
jointly sponsored by the government and religious institutions.
ANSWER: 
Church and State Fair

9. Jackie and Joan mock this character by pretending to have moustaches and saying “I’m a gloomy gus.”

This man’s son, who is described as an “allweek party boy and huge disappointment to his father,” offers
to pay Gob’s bar tab if he does a magic trick. This man mutters “I gotta go... I can’t be a part of this story”
after overhearing Kitty exclaim “Michael Bluth is threatening me!” at a restaurant. George Michael said
“the last time we had a customer the banana stand was still green” in an interview that this man cuts in
favor of the Iraq piece. This man tells Tobias there is a raccoon on the patio while hosting 
To Entrap a
Local Predator
. For 10 points, name this local news anchor for Fox 6.
ANSWER: John 
Beard
10. Michael says he is not an ATM when Gob announces he owes these people $500. Michael gets the
idea to ask these people for help after reading a note written on the back of a receipt from Barnacle Bills.
One of these people says that switching to Follies is not going to help because they miscalculated after he
gets shot. George Michael’s choir teacher is one of these people. Two drug dealers think they’ve been set
up after seeing some of these people arrive on a boat during a pretend drug bust. Gob was fired from
working for these people after being “too believable” and being fired at with a shotgun when he pounded
on a motel door and shouted “Police! Open up!”. For 10 points, name these strippers the Bluths hire on
various occasions.
ANSWER: 
Hot Cop
s [prompt on “strippers”]
11. Maeby thinks that a quote about this item may be enough to get her emancipated from her parents.
This item is shown when Lupe’s daughter tries to check into rehab. This item is shown in the same image
as Mrs. Featherbottom in George Michael’s campaign video. This item is purchased after George Sr. pays
off the inmates not to comment on its owner. In an attempt to seduce Ice, Lindsay says “I’m going to
throw on a skirt, take off my underwear, and make your PopPop proud” before donning this object.
Lindsay owns a similar item to this that says “Shemale.” For 10 points, name this red tank top bearing the
title word that Lindsay wears to prison and to George Sr.’s funeral.
ANSWER: 
SLUT
shirt
12. Buster points to an upside down button he is wearing in an objection of Michael calling this man and
George Sr. objects to calling him on Yontif after claiming he is dead. This man explains that a customer
cannot get a refund because they unwrapped their purchase. GOB says “GOB Bluth doesn’t cave” after
caving to George Sr.’s manipulatively calling GOB his favorite son during a discussion about this man.
Michael says “These guys are painters!” before he and GOB get into a 
Boyfight
and realize that their
father contacted this man. When the Bluths run out of milk, George Sr. hires this man so that the children
learn to always leave a note. For 10 points, name this onearmed man who teaches the Bluth children
lessons.
ANSWER: J. Walter 
Weatherman

13. After regaining his self confidence for coming up with a plan involving one of these items, GOB
concludes “I am a worthless magician”. One of these items is obsolete because its owner is “not taking
that monkey drug anymore”. GOB was “actually trying to get the key to come out of [his] mouth” after

failing to puke up a key near one of these items. The thief of one of these items is shown on the 
Girls
With Low Self Esteem
video prior to GOB blowing up the Yacht. One of these items was stolen while
Lucille was at Senor Tadpole’s after escaping from rehab to take part in a drinking contest. One of these
items contains 250 ccs of semen and is labeled H. Maddas. For 10 points, name these objects that contain
exonerating information about George Sr. stolen by Kitty.
ANSWER: 
cooler
full of evidence

